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04:10 pm Hans Peter Hahn
  Welcome

04:30 pm Anja Klöckner & dirk Wicke
  Opening

05:00 pm Frédéric Keck (Paris)
  Simulations of disasters in hospitals 
  and museums 
 

09:30 am Lucy Norris (London)
  Urban prototypes: Growing local circular 
  cloth economies

10:00 am Astrid Lindenlauf (Bryn Mawr)
  Walls as historic monuments: The changing 
  perception of spolia walls in Classical Athens

10:30 am Coffee Break

11:00 am Francesca Meneghetti (Frankfurt)
  Re-Evaluation through miniaturisation? 
  The case of miniature oxhide ingots from Late 
  Bronze Age Cyprus

11:30 am Gabrielle Kremer (Vienna)
  The so-called Altar of the Emperors from 
  Carnuntum 

12:00 am Panel discussion

12:30 pm Lunch Break 

02:00 pm Thomas Widlok (Köln)
  When secondary is primary: Forager items and 
  infrastructure

02:30 pm Felix Kotzur (Frankfurt)
  Ambivalence of value: Reconsideration of ‘Roman’  
  vessels within the so-called barbaricum

03:00 pm Friedemann Neumann (Frankfurt)
  The end of exoticism: Material leeways of current  
  (post-)migratory households

09:00 am  Andreas Hartmann (Augsburg)
  Beyond bones: ‘Relics’ in Greek and Roman   
  temples

09:30 am  André Luiz R. F. Burmann (Frankfurt)
  Figurine depositions in West African 
  archaeological complexes: Re-evaluations 
  through time and space?

10:00 am Coffee Break

10:30 am James Whitley (Cardiff)
  From antiquities to art: Why has Classical 
  Archaeology ignored Marcel duchamp?

11:00 am Lanah Haddad (Frankfurt)
  Intramural funeral practices and their impact 
  onto households in Northern Mesoptamia

11:30 am Panel discussion

12:00 am Final discussion

12:30 pm Farewell and “Quick lunch”

On the ascription of value in social and 
ritual practices – The Idea

Many objects and things are made for 
specific purposes and thus receive an 
initial or primary practical value in ful-
filling those primary aims. Once they 
are removed from their original context 
or fall into desuetude, objects or things 
can undergo a process of new ascription. 
This “reascriptive process” is not neces-
sarily accompanied by a respective de-
valuation. Whereas putting the objects 
to waste may be the most extreme form 
of disuse, recycling or secondary some- 
times even tertiary use may result in new 
forms of value, which might constitute 
a higher, sometimes even a secondary 
value contrary to the primary one.  
Ritualising, staging and reframing are 
exemplar social practices in which not 
only objects, but also places or acts can 
receive a redefinition of value – conno-
tating devaluation, reevaluation or up-
valuation. 
Following the cross-disciplinary struc-
ture of the Frankfurt Research Training 
Group, the 2017 conference intends to 
open various perspectives onto this 
phenomenon from archaeological and 
ethnological points of view. 

03:30 pm Coffee Break

04:00 pm Silke Hahn (Frankfurt)
  Hidden values: Coin hoarding as a social practice 
  in Roman time Germany

04:30 pm Alexander Ahrens (Berlin)
  Recycling Egypt? The phenomenon of secondary  
  reuse of Egyptian imports in the Northern Levant  
  during the second millennium BC

05:00 pm  Rubina Raja (Aarhus)
  Re-use of funerary portraiture in Palmyra

05:30 pm  Panel discussion

08:00 pm  Invited dinner


